


IMPOSTER SYNDROME

A byword for shame

Situational – we can feel empowered in some situations, inadequate in

others

Good old-fashioned doubt isn’t imposter syndrome

Conscious Incompetence is ok – our awareness of it isn’t! 



WHAT TRIGGERS OUR SITUATIONAL

IMPOSTER?

Us and Them – Otherness

Traumatic experiences – in this case, in the gym

Sexuality – how we ‘own’ spaces and what we’ve learned is safe

Not knowing – as a room full of competent people, how good are we

at knowing nothing? 
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WE HAVE TO TALK ABOUT

OTHERNESS...

Husserl: Our sense of ‘other’ is how we interpret our world

We all see the same things – how we interpret them is profoundly

different depending on our learned, lived experiences. 

Gyms, therefore, are just rooms with weights and machines in for

some; they’re oppressive symbols of a toxic patriarchy to others. 

So… what can we do? 



NO RELATIONSHIP OR GYM IS

THE SAME...

Treat gyms like relationships – don’t let your experience of one

dominate the next one

Research – that doesn’t mean reading on the internet. Visit, ask

questions, listen to others’ experiences. 

If Queer-Friendly is a high priority (and it should be), ask to see their

policies, approach to inclusion and how they challenge discrimination..

Like relationships, you have a right to choose where you share your

sweaty self!! 



VULNERABLE PRACTICE... 

VIA OSCAR WILDE

You’re learning – remember that. You’re not supposed to know!

Ask questions in the gym – that’s what you pay for!

Parent/Child with your coaches – cultivating equity creates confidence.

Lady Bracknell: ‘I have always been of the opinion that a man should know everything or nothing… Which do you know?

Jack: ‘I know nothing, Lady Bracknell’

Lady Bracknell: ‘I am pleased to hear it. I do not approve of anything that tampers with natural ignorance.’



THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING

EARNEST...

Know your values and sense of otherness – bad gyms expose what

matters to us

Apply what matters to your choices – in everything! You have a right.

Beware previous experiences impinging upon how we see ‘the gym’

Our imposter asserts we SHOULD know. Know nothing first but

curiosity. 




